Lesson Politics of BOR
Look for answers:

12 Amendments Submitted to the States:

- *Article 1 and 2 were not accepted by the states. Content is not found in Bill of Rights.*
- *Articles 3-12 were accepted by the states and the content and wording remained the same.*

What Passed as BOR:

- *Article 3-12 were accepted and became the BOR Amendment 1-10*
- *Language of Article 3-12 remained the same in BOR Amendments*

Teacher Information

*Article 3 became Amendment I*
*Article 4 became Amendment II*
*Article 5 became Amendment III*
*Article 6 became Amendment IV*
*Article 7 became Amendment V*
*Article 8 became Amendment VI*
*Article 9 became Amendment VII*
*Article 10 became Amendment VIII*
*Article 11 became Amendment IX*
*Article 12 became Amendment XII*

How Both Similar:

- Focused on rights
- Included much of the same content (10 of 12 were accepted by the states)
- Language of 10 Amendments submitted and accepted by states remained the same